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Stephens Gel-Eze Pads - Wither Pads. 
 
These revolutionary pads deliver a “continuous massaging system” whilst you ride. 
when used with a correctly fitting saddle they can restore topline. 
 
At first pressure of the rider’s weight, the holes in the pad allow some oxygenated 
blood to stay under the skin, no pressure where the holes are. – when the rider gets 
on 
 
On full pressure of the rider’s weight, blood flow is pushed out of the bulk of muscle 
but the springy nature of the gel sucks back in oxygenated blood from near flowing 
blood supplies. It is this essential oxygenated blood that supplies the energy for 
muscles to rejuvenate and recover!   
 
Whilst using the pads also raise the level at the front of  correct size saddle, lifting it 
out of the damaged space and off the tired muscle to ensure all riding weight 
pressure is level and evenly distributed along the topline. 
 
Where to place gel pad   
 

✓ Place the pad on the horse’s back with 
the ‘Gel-Eze’ name at the top and to the 
front of horse.  

✓ Use against the horse’s skin. 
✓ Numnahs go over the gel pad, but must 

be pulled up into arch. The Gel-Eze pad 
will stretch. Don’t pull up. 

✓ The pad should just touch the back of the 
rounded shoulder on each side.  

 
 
 

Wash daily using mild soap and warm water to 
retain sticky feel Don’t panic about bumps 
appearing after use as they will go away.  
Within 12hrs at most often 30 minutes 
 
After 4-10 months test for level of saddle 
without the Gel-Eze pad but harden skin 
slightly first. Soak some cotton wool in surgical 
spirit and dab the area to harden skin. Do this 
for week before leaving it off , but don’t do this 
then put gel straight on before its dried 

 
Before long hacks without gel 
 
Remember there has been no movement or rubbing whilst the pad has been in use!  
So skin will be delicate.  When full recovery has occurred, the saddle will be level 
without the pad at walk with a rider. More use is better than less! In the event of 
having to do a lot of hill work hacking, the gel will prevent atrophy recurring if used 
once or twice each week to keep muscle tone behind the shoulder. 
 
See the difference! 

 

Geleze pad correctly placed 

Lifted to show round of shoulder  
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At the start of gel pad use, take pictures of your horse sideways on with no tack.  Try 
to take pictures showing the dips at start, behind the shoulder. Changes are so slow 
you will not see day to day. Retake the pictures every two months and compare. 
For those of you who have had head shakers or leg action with twist at walk and/or 
trot, you may find he straightens up. Side and front on videos will help you see a 
difference.  
 
Anyone supplying usable, quality pictures for use in a book or on-line will be 
rewarded with a free gift!   
 
 Email jj.asmith@btinternet.com   
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Before gel pad and level 
fitting saddle 

After 4 months. With no 
change in exercise or diet! 
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